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1. Background and objectives of the citizens’ dialogue project

2

Back
grou
nd

Objec
tive

■ Fostering social acceptance in anticipation of social implementation of Automated Driving for Universal Service
Fostering social acceptance is indispensable for diffusing Automated Driving for Universal Service to the general 

public. Thus, it is helpful to hold regional events, etc. regarding Automated Driving for Universal Service with 
participation of citizens in order to enhance their understanding of the technology and effectiveness of 
autonomous and cooperative driving support systems that have already been realized so far.  
Based on the feedback in these events, it is also important to evaluate and quantitatively verify effectiveness of 

these activities for fostering acceptance in order to cultivate social acceptance furthermore.

■ Responses to issues identified in the citizens’ dialogues in the past
As a result of discussions and exchange of opinions in the citizens’ dialogues so far, it became clear that further 

analysis and research are necessary regarding future needs and issues related to Automated Driving for Universal 
Service. 
<Issue (1) Extraction of issues in rural areas>

In the metropolitan area, especially in the downtown area, the public transportation network is well 
developed even though there are issues involving transportation, including commuting. But, it became 
clear that in rural areas where public transportation networks are not well developed, many people have 
deeper concerns.

<Issue (2) Necessity of disseminating accurate information on automated driving>
Also, since people still have anxiety about mixed transportation, it is necessary to be careful not to allow 
overconfidence or fallacy of automated driving, and to eliminate such overconfidence or distrust of 
automated driving by facilitating accurate understanding in order to promote widespread use of 
Automated Driving for Universal Service.

■ Further fostering of social acceptance to automated driving by: 
a. By providing public citizens with materials for open discussions on the benefits and potential risks of practical 

implementation of automated driving, and 
b. foster social acceptance through participatory-type discussions in order to achieve further fostering of social 

acceptance.
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2. Composition of the research
Forum for bidirectional communication called “citizens’ dialogue” was held. Based on the discussions with the 
citizens, some future needs, etc. were identified and analyzed and some new takeaways were examined.
The details and results of the events were disseminated through the media, SIP-adus website, etc. to provide 
accurate and effective information.

3

Research on the benefits and potential 
risks of practical application of 
autonomous cruising 
• Clarify the following points through 

discussions with the general public, 
business operators, experts, etc.

Advantages to the general public when 
self-driving cars are put into practical 
use
Potential risks  posed to the general 
public and various restrictive conditions 
(technical limit, legal aspects etc) etc.

Formulate and operate forums for two-way 
communication
• Planning, preparing and holding dialogue-

style meetings and symposiums on security 
and safety of self-driving car

• Summarize specific discussions and 
organize salient points

Content of the research Method of the research Transmission of information

Implementation of citizens’ 
dialogue in regions facing 
problems
• Dialogue-style meeting to discuss 

utilization of automated driving 
• Focus is placed on hilly and 

mountainous regions and areas 
where public transportation 
networks are not well developed

Symposium on safety and security
• Symposium on safety and security 

of autonomous car was held in 
order to eliminate anxiety 
concerning automated driving and 
facilitate correct understanding 

Facilitate dissemination of 
accurate information to the 
general public and further 
propagation of information
• After the citizens’ dialogue, 

prepare summary of main points 
and post on the website

• Shoot videos of the day of the 
event, edit digest version and post 
it on the website

• Provide information on the result 
of the event to the media etc.

• Provide/ disseminate information 
through the panelists and the 
audience who participated in the 
citizens’ dialogue

To create opportunities for eliminating anxieties that various citizens have about automated driving and facilitate 
correct understanding, for the purpose of implementing "safe" and "secure" automated driving by preventing 
overconfidence or fallacy in automated driving.
To organize and analyze new takeaways and visions, etc. based on the feedback obtained in the dialogues, and 
summarize suggestions regarding how to incorporate them in research and development activities in the future.

Rese
arch
Goal
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3. Event track record 
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The 1st symposium Citizens’ dialogue The 2nd Symposium

Date and time 10: 00-12: 00   Sunday, October 7, 2018 12: 00 ~ 15: 00  Tuesday, December 4, 2018 17: 30 ~ 19: 30   Wednesday, February 6, 2019 

Venue Tokyo International Exchange Center, Tokyo Academic 
Park

Kagawa Prefectural Shodoshima Chuo Senior High 
School TFT Hall 300, Tokyo/ Ariake 

Theme Let’s think about security and safety of automated 
driving 

Shodoshima Island - Future vision of Japan 
~ Mobility service created in the community ~

Regarding security and safety of automated driving
~ Let's think together about security & safety of the 

future society ~

Objective/ aim
Disseminate accurate information and have discussions 
on the situation of the government’s efforts, etc. 
concerning security and safety of automated driving

Share the issues and needs related to mobility with 
local citizens, and have discussions on expectations / 
anxiety, etc. regarding automated driving 

Disseminate accurate information and have  
discussions on the situation of the government's  
efforts, etc. concerning security and safety of 
automated driving 

Moderator/ 
MC

Mr. Kazuo Shimizu: Promotion Committee member, 
SIP-adus; international automobile journalist
Ms. Rumiko Iwasada: Promotion Committee member, 
SIP-adus; motor journalist

Ms. Rumiko Iwasada
Mr. Kazuo Shimizu
Ms. Rumiko Iwasada

Speakers/
Participants

Mr. Seigo Kuzumaki: Program Director, SIP-adus
Mr. Tateo Arimoto：Sub-Program Director, SIP-adus
Mr. Takahiro Hirasawa: Director for Policy Planning 

Office for Automated Driving Technology, 
Engineering Policy Division, Road Transport 
Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 
Transport

Mr. Toshihiro Sugi, Director, Autonomous Driving 
Planning Office, Traffic Planning Division, Traffic 
Bureau, National Police Agency

Mr. Toshio Yokoyama: Project manager, Automated 
Driving Investigative Commission, Japan 
Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.

Ms. Yuka Nakagawa: Specialized Professor, Chukyo 
University

Mr. Raksincharoensak Pongsathorn: Associate 
Professor, Tokyo University of Agriculture and 
Technology

[SIP participants]
Mr. Seigo Kuzumaki/ Mr. Tateo Arimoto
Mr. Kazuo Shimizu/ Ms. Rumiko Iwasada

[Regional participants] (16 persons in total)
The aged club/ Women's Association/ Educator/ 
Logistics operator/ Welfare service provider/ Tourism 
operators/ Child-rearing generation (2 persons)/ 
Transport carriers (5 people)/ local industry operators/ 
High school student/ migrant/ child-rearing 
generation/ Automobile service provider/ Youth 
organization

Mr. Seigo Kuzumaki

Mr. Tateo Arimoto

Mr. Takahiro Hirasawa

Mr. Toshihiro Sugi

Ms. Yuka Nakagawa

Audience,
questionnaire

■ Pre-registrants: 431  ■ Audience on the day: 194 
■ Questionnaire collected: 158 (recovery rate 81.4%)

Since it was a closed event, there was no audience by 
advance public invitation

■ Pre-registrants: 291  ■ Audience on the day: 167
■ Questionnaire collected: 138 (82.6%)

The media
coverage

5 cases (Yomiuri Shimbun, Nikkan Jidosha Shimbun, 
Kotsu Mainichi Shimbun, Response, ReVision Auto & 
Mobility)

4 cases (Yu 6 Kagawa/ NHK Takamatsu Broadcasting 
Station, Kagawa NEWS WEB, morning edition of 
Shikoku Shimbun , Business Kagawa web version, 
ReVision Auto & Mobility)

1 case (ReVision Auto & Mobility)
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4. Characteristics of the citizens’ dialogue in this fiscal year
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Symposium Citizens’ dialogue

M
ain Characteristics

① Symposium held to disseminate information 
to greater number of citizens 

② The theme was "social framework” relating 
to "security and safety" of automated 
driving

③ The first citizens’ dialogue held outside of 
the metropolis

④ Graphic Recording
to make the dialogue more active

Symposiums were held at related events to facilitate 
deeper understanding of automated driving by a greater 
number of citizens of more diverse background.
The first symposium was held at "Tokyo Motor Festival 
2018". Of 431 pre-registrants, 194 attended the event on 
the day
The second symposium was held as part of the 
information dissemination project of SIP-adus. The venue 
was originally designed for 100, but due to the large 
number of applications, the setting of the hall was 
changed. 167 persons attended

In order to foster social acceptance to automated 
driving, the theme was chosen with the interest in new 
systems and social frameworks, such as legislation and 
rules, that will be required to be developed in tandem 
with technological development
Since these frameworks ensure security and safety of 
the citizens, the dialogue was intended to deepen 
citizens’ understanding by disseminating accurate 
information and to invoke interest in the efforts made for 
security and safety of automated driving

Citizens’ dialogue so far has been held in Tokyo, but this 
fiscal year it was held outside of the metropolis for the 
first time in Shodoshima in Kagawa Prefecture   

By holding a dialogue in a rural area facing 
transportation issues, it was aimed at identifying issues 
etc. involving implementation of automated driving 

The citizens’ dialogue was covered by NHK Takamatsu 
Broadcasting Station in its news program on the day of 
the event, proving high level of local attention and 
resulting in highly effective information dissemination 

In the citizens’ dialogue, graphic recording introduced in 
FY2017 was implemented
There are various ways to record dialogue, but graphic 
recording can be shared immediately on the spot
In this event, citizens of various attributes from high 
school students to members of the aged club got 
together. Visualization of the content of the dialogue 
facilitated deeper understanding among participants
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5. Takeaways/ opinions obtained from the citizen's comments
5-1. Analysis of the content of the citizens’ dialogue in Shodoshima Island

6

In this citizens’ dialogue, expectation for the "realization of a people-oriented automated driving society" 
and "future orientated” opinions that “expect realization of regional services by utilization of data” were 
voiced.

[Realization of a people-oriented automated driving society]
Expectation that utilization of automated driving will eventually broaden human potential, for instance, energetic 
elderly people will be able to become active

Expectation that it will eventually facilitate social participation of the elderly, because autonomous cars do not 
require driving and the risk of accidents also decreases.

Expectation for the realization of a people-oriented automated driving society

Automated driving plus "people" oriented. There is a recognition that in tourism, logistics, mobile sales, and 
mobility support for the elderly, etc., people are required to be involved in services.
Comments such as, “it can not be done with machines alone, people always need to be at the core and help 
each other" and "even if AI is introduced, the system should be formed in such a way that people can 
sympathize with,” reflect expectations to realize people-centered automated driving, even if technological 
development advances.

【Future oriented visions expecting realization of regional services by utilizing data]
Future-oriented opinions that anticipate realization of services desired by local residents by utilizing data

Comments such as, “we can provide service that citizens in Shodoshima desire by sharing and linking of 
various data,” and "by utilizing data, we want to measure the energy level of Shodoshima with Shodoshima's 
own measure in thinking about mobility service,” reflect expectations to realize mobility services that 
accommodate needs of the region by utilizing data.

Main takeaways/ opinions obtained from the citizens’ comments
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5. Takeaways / opinions obtained from the citizens’ comments
5-1. Analysis of the content of the dialogue in Shodoshima Island

7

The dialogue was held in two parts, namely, "sharing issues and needs relating to transportation" and “the 
whole concept of mobility in the future and utilization of automated driving."
In the first segment of Part one, various issues and needs concerning transportation specific to rural areas 
were identified together with the local citizens.

Many people drive their own cars even when they become 90 years old and 
over. There are many cases of elderly people carpooling for shopping, but 
I feel it is dangerous

Some students have long school commuting hours because of not only 
far distance but also due to service planning diagrams. I wish they could 
make better use of their time by studying and having club activities, etc. 
instead of commuting.

I am afraid the customers are not fully satisfied with public 
transportation. Because of the limited number of vehicles owned, 
customers sometimes have to wait for buses for long time or cannot get 
on the bus during peak seasons.

Child-rearing generation has children's transport issues. There are cases 
when we asked our employees to work overtime or take trainings, but it 
was turned down because they "must pick up children". Although it is an 
opportunity to encourage growth of  employees, picking up children 
cannot be avoided

Also, even if parents want their children to do after school activities, 
sometimes they have to give up because they can not drive/ pick up their 
children. Children’s potential may be ruined due to the circumstances of 
the parents.

Public transport is struggling to respond to foreign tourists. Various measures 
are devised, such as the use of interpretation apps by the driver, but 
there are times when they cannot communicate, and it takes time and 
effort.

Service planning diagrams of ships and buses are not well coordinated

It is hard for elderly people to get on/ off  a bus while carrying shopping 
bags.

Securing drivers responsible for logistics is a difficult issue

If a share taxi is packed to capacity, it is convenient because each 
person's payment is cheap, but it is not always the case. When the 
number of passengers is insufficient, who will pay the rest of the fee? 

Services for people with disabilities must accompany aid for boarding and 
alighting, which unmanned self-driving car will not be able to do. If 
people other than the driver are to assist boarding and alighting, 
accidents may not be covered by the current insurance

Current issues on mobility and transportation Anxiety about the future

There is a need for demand-based share taxi for elderly people and people with 
disabilities.

It will be helpful if there is some data on the use of fixed route buses. Seamless 
management of fixed route buses might be achieved if riding sections 
and purposes of transport are identified by data

If automated driving is realized, it means not only we move by car, but 
also cars may bring things and services to the proximity of our homes. 

We provide mobile sales service, but items the customers want tend to 
change by day. So, it may be more convenient if order data are sent to 
us in advance.

Needs and expectations related to mobility and 
transportation 
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The  dialogue consisted of two parts: "Sharing travel-related issues and needs" and "How future mobility 
should be; utilization of automated driving utilization." 
Topics of Part II included how future means of travel should be and how automated driving can be utilized, 
thereby sharing expectations for and issues of automated driving.

Humaneness and beautiful scenery are the charms of 
Shodo-shima Island. Human development is important.  
Hopefully, new services are created through human 
connection and trust relationship
I hope the island becomes a place where young people 
come back even if they leave here once
I hope the island to be a place where older people can live 
by themselves with peace of mind
The shopping area becoming "a shuttered street" is an 
issue for the community
A good thing about the island is that neighbors often take 
care of each others' children

What is better Shodo-shima Island

As a transport operator, safety is put ahead of profit. If 
safer than human driving, I expect much of automated 
driving
Bus drivers can pass while checking the road width, but I 
doubt that automated vehicles can do the same
The elderly have difficulty in accommodating new devices 
or workings. It is important to create an environment that 
is approachable for everyone such as interior with taste of 
the Showa period.
Older people often need assistance with getting on and off. 
They may get injured when using unmanned vehicles.

Concerns about and issues of introduction of 
automated driving

We need to think about automated driving plus “humans.”
Whether it is sightseeing, distribution, mobile vending, or 
travel assistance for the elderly, a service requires humans 
who are engaged with it.
Since autonomous vehicles do not require driving and 
reduce risks of accidents, they may provide the elderly and 
handicapped with good opportunities of social participation.
An old person rides an automated car to guide tourists 
around sightseeing areas or boil and serve somen 
(Japanese noodle) in the vehicle - guided sightseeing tours 
like this will become possible
For distribution, if automated driving is introduced even 
just between hubs, the saved resource can be allocated to 
other parts
If cashless payments further spread, it will be easier to 
collect data related to transportation
I hope there are automated trucks with a large screen. If it 
shows live performance, the place becomes a venue of a 
community. Concerts for women's clubs, kids anime, and 
BBQ would also be great
Izakaya (Japanese-style bar) that takes advantage of 
automated driving would be interesting. It may create 
interactions among communities like "Let's get together in 
that town today because mobile izakaya comes there" 

How future means of travel should be and 
how automated driving can be utilized

5. Takeaways / opinions obtained from the citizens’ comments
5-1. Analysis of the content of the dialogue in Shodoshima Island
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5. Takeaways / opinions obtained from the citizens’ comments
5-2. Visualization of dialogue content by graphic recording

9

The discussion content was visually expressed on the spot in real time with an aim to deepen understanding by 
dialogue participants with various attributes.
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5. Takeaways / opinions obtained from the citizens’ comments
5-2. Visualization of dialogue content by graphic recording
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The discussion content was visually expressed on the spot in real time with an aim to deepen understanding by 
dialogue participants with various attributes.
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Approx. 70% of the respondents to the questionnaire at the symposium in February, 2019 responded that they 
“considerably understood better/felt more deeply involved in the SIP’s activities to realize and diffuse automated 
driving. It became apparent that this event contributed to improve the social acceptance.
Similarly, nearly half of the respondents answered that they “considerably understood better than before the 
symposium” that the traffic rules and legal responsibility at the occasion of traffic accident should be modified to 
realize automated driving. 
This event was a good occasion to recognize the issues toward the introduction of automated driving.

Q．”Please let us know to what extent your understand / feel involved 
in the activities of SIP, before and after this symposium.”

Q．”Do you understand better than before 
symposium, that traffic rules and legal 
liability should be modified toward the 
realization of automated driving ?” Before the 

symposium
After the 

symposium

Before the symposium, considerably understand/feel involved in: 48%, 
followed by “slightly”: 45%
After the symposium, “considerably understand better/feel more deeply 
involved in: nearly 70%, followed by “slightly” 24%

“considerably better than symposium” 47% 
followed by “slightly better” 41%

6. Effect of Fostering Social Acceptance
6-1. Quantitative aspect: outcomes suggested by survey results
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6. Effect of Fostering Social Acceptance
6-2. Qualitative aspect: Information distribution via media 
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NHK Yomiuri Shimbun

Source: NHK (Takamatsu broadcasting station, Yu 6 Kagawa, Kagawa
News Web)(Dec. 4)

Source: Yomiuri Shimbun, morning edition (Nov. 24)

The Citizens' dialogue organized in Shodo-shima Island was covered by news on NHK Takamatsu broadcasting
station on the same day and attracted a lot of local attention, effectively distributing information.
The symposium held in October appeared in the whole nation edition of Yomiuri Shimbun (approx. 7 million 
copies), which widely spread the information in society. 
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6. Effect of Fostering Social Acceptance
6-2. Qualitative aspect: Information distribution via media 
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The activities were covered by PR magazines issued by both of the two town offices of Shodo-shima Island, 
introducing the activities to every household in the area.

"Shodo-shima" 
PR magazine issued by Shodo-shima town office

"Koho Tonosho":
PR magazine issued by Tonosho town office

Source: Website of Shodo-shima town office Source: Website of Tonosho town office 
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7. Summary
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1. Fostering social acceptance requires continued efforts

An important element for fostering social acceptance for automated driving is, along with technological 
advancement, constantly distributing information that deepens people's understanding while establishing new 
institutions and a social framework such as laws and rules.

It is expected that providing new services while grasping users' needs creates value for users, which will 
advance and expand, further increasing social acceptance.

In the future, we need to consider how to provide information on automated driving to those uninterested in 
automated driving.

2. Significance of organizing Citizens' dialogues in provincial areas

Practical applications of automated driving require efforts that are in line with characteristics and needs of 
respective regions and implemented from users' perspectives.

The awareness of mobility service can be heighted by creating opportunities for residents of respective regions 
to take the initiative in thinking about future mobility, leading to activities aimed at increasing social acceptance 
for automated driving.

Data utilization would visualize each region's uniqueness, which may be deployed as its unique service.

3. About the running of Citizens' dialogue held in provincial cities

Provincial cities have their own networks and connections; therefore, when organizing a Citizens' dialogue in 
such cities, careful preparation is essential to gain understanding and cooperation for Citizens' dialogue activities 
by repeatedly visiting there and explain to and consult with all parties concerned prior to the event.

For example, a decision on participants took as long as two months or so, consulting with the town office and 
conducting interviews with residents on issues. 

To create an environment where participants do not hesitate to give their opinions, we asked a local person to 
facilitate the dialogue and carefully prepared for the event.

Below is the summary of directions toward future R&D activities that were obtained through the symposiums 
and Citizens' dialogue held in this fiscal year. 
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Important Disclosures
©2019 SC-ABeam Automotive Consulting (SCAB). The data, opinions, projections, estimations, and prospects contained in this 
document were obtained, analyzed, or determined by SC-ABeam Automotive Consulting (SCAB) from a variety of sources as of the 
date of this document and no guarantee is made about their accuracy, adequacy, or the like.
SCAB assumes no responsibility whatsoever for any damages resulting from the reliance on the information and opinions 
presented in this document. Opinions, etc. contained in this document have the nature that prospects and conclusions need to be 
changed if their assumptions change; however, even if the prospects, conclusions, etc. are modified in the future, SCAB is not 
obliged to revise or notify such prospects, conclusions, etc. 
Use or disclosure of this document without permission is prohibited. Diversion, transfer, or disclosure to third parties of all or part 
of this report without consensus of SCAB is prohibited.


